A familiar “horsey” quotation has been fit into each of the diagrams below, but you will have to rearrange them considerably to find it. Looking at each column of letters vertically, distribute the letters in it into the empty squares directly below. The black squares show you the spaces between the words in the quotation. One letter has been dropped in place in the first quotation to start you off.

1. A H A C E F E F A
   H O D I F I O R E
   N T R S O L O R
   T

2. K A A G D E M E E A
   R H N H H O R M F O
   I O R O O S S Y
   S

3. R H A K C A I O L D A A N A
   Y M B R E E N T O E C A N E
   O O U S Y T U R D T K
   U T W I T

   O O R R E I N O S O I I O F O N F A N
   R U T S E I S S T T M S T G O G A O
   T T T T T U S H O F
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